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End-to-end solution
SWIFT Scope for central banks is an
end-to-end on premises business
intelligence solution that is quick and easy
to implement. SWIFT’s solution will gather
all the data required, ensure it is in the
correct format and enable analysis so that
central banks extract the maximum value
from their data. The solution’s flexibility
means central banks are able to select
the mix of services that best suits their
requirements, whether that is analysis
of historical payment data or dynamic
monitoring of transactions.
Information capture and
consolidation
Our business intelligence solution for
central banks provides comprehensive
information and coverage on transaction
flows. It automatically analyses
crossborder SWIFT transactions securely,
reliably and in real-time. It allows for
flexible data collection and enables
consolidation of different information
sources into one data warehouse. All data
is collected with the explicit approval of
the participating banks and is stored on
premises at the central bank. Depending
on your requirements, we offer a
complete architecture assessment and
full integration service.
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Essential Business Intelligence
A variety of data visualisation options
provide invaluable insights into underlying
economic activities. The information
dashboards make it easy to identify
sudden in-flows or out-flows of funds, to
analyse trends and to monitor systemic
risk. This information, illustrated in a clear,
graphical way, provides decisive support
for more informed policy decisions.
Fulfil reporting requirements
SWIFT Scope helps central banks to raise
the quality of regulatory reporting in the
country and demonstrate compliance
efforts to international actors. The tools
enable central banks to more easily track
suspicious payment flows down to each
transaction detail and assist commercial
banks with their regulatory reporting
needs.

Currency usage profile for a specific domestic bank

For further information about SWIFT Scope and
the full SWIFT Business Intelligence
portfolio, please visit www.swift.com or email
Swift.Scope@swift.com
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